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INTRODUCTION.  

• From the beginning, getting used to Rhino is not an easy job, especially in the sort period of 

time,I have tried my best and utilize what I have learned into a virtual model in Rhino with my 

own ideas. In addition, It is quite challenging at the first trial which I have to do one by one by all 

those command achieved from the tutorials which contribute huge part in creating the 

separator.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

1. Replica  

• In the first week, I was guided to follow the tutorials to establish the replica of Denari’s Project 

as an example to get used to this program. I then start to use some basic commands and 

operations to draw frame work of an object. Firstly, I drew the base and staircase of an model, 

which look like a foundation of a whole structure. I then knew how to use command extrude, 

sweep, trim, fillet, cap, rectangle and plane to create the frame.  

• Moreover, The hardest part has to be an envelope, which I spent most of the time trying to 

adjust multiple times; commands such as Fillet and Loft are the two main “equipment” to build 

this envelope. Eventually, I created empty shape to intersect with the envelope, from there I 

then use Trim command to create an entrance and a door.  

• In the second and third week, I completed the replica by making 2D sketch in various 

perspective and sections with dimension attached. The layers are also arranged well for an easy 

track and trace.  

 

2. My own project. 

• In the third week, I started working on my project but unfortunately it is not met the 

requirement from the teacher as it is inconsistency of style. After learning from my mistake, I decided to 

start with something which is minimal but also potentially realistic. Thus, I chose to follow a modernism 

style by using nothing other than straight line to create my frame. 

 



Figure 1.General Frame 

 

• After finishing the layout, I now moved on to create functional objects and interior decorative 

component. I start to make a timber grid attached to the ceiling and walls, its function is not only be a 

decorative element which you can establish row of LED light hang on to it, it also be a structural element 

as it ac like secondary columns which transfer the loads from ceiling to foundation.  

 

Figure 2. Timber Grids 

 

• For functional objects, because this separator meant to be a grocery store, I decided to create 

a Food shelves that based on the L-shape and then I attached four mesh rows to complete the shelve. 

For the beverage cooler, I also choose simple shape that is rectangle boxy shape, thus I then create a 

glass door and add some trays inside. Finally, I add some small details such as brand tag at the top, 

heatsink slot at the bottom to make it more realistic. For the cashier desk, I used the old audio desk 

from the previous project which was a Music record studio, I thought it kinda look identical to the usual 

cashier desk.  

 

Figure 3. Goods shelves and Beverage Cooler 

 



 

Figure 4. Cashier Desk 

 

3. MATERIALISATION 

• The main material that I used is concrete for the back walls and ceiling, timber for columns 

and timber grid interior and glasses for the façade, the reason why I chose these material is 

because of its availability, sustainability and also it is very economical, the color tones of this 

separator is also quite simple: light grey cement contrast with beech light timber and shiny 

transparent glass. This tone is not overwhelming like we used to see from other retailer but it 

bring us a vibe of low-key modernism design among the complexity that is existed in everyday 

life . 

 

Figure 5. Completed Separator 

 

 

 



FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

• Constructing frame: At least have a consistent language or style, follow it until the end.   

Choosing straight line to make the overall shape appear to look like modernism ideal 

and be aware to avoid diagonal and functionless design.  

 • Layer: Managing layers carefully and detailed. Choosing right layer after drawing. 

 • Working style: Work simply but realiscially.  

• Material: Choosing compatible colours and texture must be clear. 
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Figure 6. Sketch of Floorplan 
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Figure 7. Sketch of side view 

 

 

Figure 8. Sketch of Front 



 

Figure 9. Description of components 

 

 

Figure 10. Sketch of Food Shelve 

 

 



 

Figure 11. Sketch of Cooler 

 



 

Figure 12. Sketch of Cashier Desk 



 

Figure 13. Front render view 

 

Figure 14. Side render view 

 



 

Figure 15. Top view 

 

 

Figure 16. Perspective view 


